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Metal–elastomer bilayered switches by utilizing
the superexponential behavior of crack widening†

Gunhee Lee,‡ab Taemin Lee,‡ab Yong Whan Choi,‡a Peter V. Pikhitsa,a Sei Jin Park,a

Sang Moon Kim,*c Daeshik Kang *d and Mansoo Choi*ab

Strain gated switch systems have recently been developed for direct

human–machine interfacing wearable electronics. These switch

systems that use piezotronic nanowires or metal/elastomer bilayer

films have limitations of low on–off ratios or large threshold strain.

Herein, we present a metal–elastomer bilayer reversible switch

system utilizing the superexponential behavior of crack widening.

The crack width exhibits a superexponential dependence on the

applied strain, instead of a linear dependence of regular widening.

Such superexponential behavior of widening of a crack leads to an

almost infinite resistance of the metal film when the applied strain

approaches 2%. The resistance of the switch increases approximately

by 5 orders of magnitude when 1.6% strain is applied, resulting in an

overall gauge factor that exceeds 6 � 106, which shows that our

device can perform as a switch. By combination of metal–elastomer

bilayer strain-gated switches, we demonstrated logic elements such

as AND, OR, NAND, and NOR gates by expressing the gestures of

fingers as numbers on a seven-segment display. The newly proposed

switch system also showed excellent durability, reproducibility, low

energy consumption and tunable threshold strain.

1. Introduction

Wearable electronics is a rapidly emerging research field
because it integrates technology into human daily lives, and has
potential applications in various areas such as human–machine
interfacing,1–4 ubiquitous computing,5,6 and healthcare.7–10

In order to operate these devices, signal acquisition and processing
are essential, and among various mechanical stimuli that can be
sensed, stretching of the skin is one of the most readily available
information. This strain may arise from voluntary movements of
joints and muscles, or autonomic functions such as heartbeats
and respiration, which can then be converted into electrical
signals for processing. To date, various flexible strain sensors
have been developed, including those based on nanowires,11–13

graphenes,14–16 carbon nanotubes,17–19 and other materials.20–22

However, these sensors require a signal processing circuit which
would introduce complexities in device design. Instead of
producing an analog signal and then processing it, a simple
strain-gated digital signal would be more appropriate for certain
wearable applications such as motion capturing devices.22

Strain gated logic devices such as switches or transistors have
been developed by using piezotronic nanowires23–26 and metal/
elastomer bilayer films.27 Of these devices, piezotronic nanowire
switches have been designed to have a low threshold strain
(B1%), but their on–off ratios are low (Ion/Ioff r 95.7).24 Metal–
elastomer bilayer switches have a high on–off ratio, but operate
in the compressive strain regime and their threshold strain was
relatively large (e Z 20%).25 A switch that combines a high
on–off ratio with low energy consumption and small threshold
strain for detecting a tiny movement of the skin has yet to be
demonstrated (Fig. S1, ESI†).

Previously, Kang et al.28 reported a fractured metal thin film/
elastomer bilayer strain sensor with a platinum/polyurethane
acrylate (PUA) stack. In the present work, we found that by
changing the crack widening behavior on the elastomer sub-
strate, the resistance change becomes more sensitive to the
applied strain, and hence we used the device as a strain gated
switch instead of a strain sensor. To achieve this purpose, we
replaced PUA with a highly stretchable (B200% strain) and soft
(elastic modulus B5 MPa) silicone rubber as a substrate.
Unlike a platinum/PUA stack, the conduction pathway of the
platinum/silicone rubber stack is completely broken at only
over 2% strain. Using this strain-gated switch, we fabricated
logic elements such as AND, OR, NAND, and NOR gates and
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demonstrated a simple figure gesture induced complex electrical
signaling.

2. Experimental
2.1. Preparation of a silicone rubber film

Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) (Dow Corning, Sylgard 184) was
bonded on glass by oxygen plasma treatment (CUTE-1MPR,
Femto Science Inc.). Silicone rubber compounds (KEG-2000-
60A/B, Shin-Etus) were poured into a PDMS/glass mold. Then a
glass cover was placed on the mixture, and a pressure of 2 MPa
was applied at 140 1C on a hot plate. The silicone rubber was
cured for 10 minutes, and subsequently the film was demolded.

2.2. Strain-gated switch fabrication

For curved switches, a silicone rubber film (250 mm thick) was
stretched to 8% strain and another silicone rubber (250 mm
thick) film was bonded to it by an oxygen plasma treatment for
40 seconds. For flat switches, a flat 500 mm thick silicone rubber
film (5 � 15 mm2) was used. For threshold strain-controllable
switches, a silicone rubber film (250 mm thick) underlying the
substrate was stretched (0, 5, 10, 15% strain) using a custom-
built stretcher, and then bonded to another silicone rubber film
(250 mm thick) layer in an area of 5 � 3 mm2 by an oxygen
plasma treatment. A 20 nm thick platinum layer was deposited

on the elastomeric substrate using a sputter (Ultech Inc.). Then
the stack was stretched by a custom-built stretcher in order to
generate cracks (Fig. 4a and Fig. S2, S9, ESI†).

2.3. Testing of the strain-gated switch

The switch was clamped in an all-electric test instrument (3342
UTM, Instron Co.) and stretched by using specified maximum strain
and force at 1 mm min�1. The resistance change was measured
using a LabView based PXI-4071 system (NI Instruments).

3. Results and discussion

Fig. 1a illustrates the operating principle of the strain-gated
switch. Cracks are formed on the metal–elastomer bilayer due
to the difference in the elastic modulus between the two layers,
when the switch is stretched to 2% strain. When the device is
stretched above a threshold, the crack opens up (Fig. 1a, top
right), turning the switch ‘off’. And when the device is compressed,
the crack closes (Fig. 1a, bottom right), turning the switch ‘on’. To
confirm the operation of the switch, a simple circuit with a light
emitting diode (LED) was used. When the switch stretched to over
2% strain, it is ‘off’, and the microscale cracks open up, which
results in the turning off of the LED (Fig. 1b). When the switch is
released, it is ‘on’, the microscale cracks close, and the LED
turns on (Fig. 1c). The difference between the previously

Fig. 1 (a) Schematic illustration of operating strain-gated switches. (b and c) Photo images for operating strain-gated switches and the corresponding
SEM images of opened and closed cracks. (d) Schematic illustration of the superexponential behavior of crack widening with variation of strain. (e)
Comparison of normalized resistance variance between the crack sensor and the crack switch when strain is applied to the devices.
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reported crack-based sensor28 and the current switch is as follows.
By changing the substrate from the PUA film to the soft
elastomeric material, the crack opening behavior is changed,
and the use of silicone rubber results in a non-linear widening
of the crack opening (Fig. 1d), as opposed to the linear opening
that was seen in the previous sensor with the PUA substrate.28

This then translates into totally different behavior in resistance
increase. As the strain applied to the devices increases, the
resistance of the switch increases dramatically, whereas the
previous sensor showed a linear increase (Fig. 1e).

To study the switching mechanism, we measured the electrical
resistance change of the metal film and the variation of geometrical
features, such as crack depth and width, with the variation of
applied strains. Fig. 2a shows the crack depth and width on the
platinum/silicone rubber stack measured using atomic force micro-
scopy (AFM) with the variation of strains. The results indicate that
the crack depth increases as the applied strain increases, which
leads to the superexponential behavior of the widening of the crack.

The resistance change during repeated stretching and
relaxation of the switch is shown in Fig. 2b. When 1.6% strain
is applied, the device resistance increases approximately by
5 orders of magnitude, and when relaxed, the resistance
decreases to the nominal value of B30 O. The resistance is
proportionally related to the crack width, and thus shows a

superexponential dependence on the applied strain. The resistance
change is strongly affected by the distance between crack lips
because a wider crack gap means a fewer electrical contact points
left. At 2% strain, the resistance of the device increases to infinity
(at least 1012 O, Fig. 2b, inset) and the on–off ratio becomes B3 �
1010, which is the limit of the measurement equipment. This
probably means that the cracks are so widened that the conduc-
tion path through the islands of the crack metal layer is broken,
and it does not contribute to conduction anymore. An optical
microscopy image was taken to confirm that the conduction path
through the metal islands is completely broken and the islands do
indeed not touch each other (Fig. S3, ESI†). In addition, the crack
switch can be used as a strain sensor as well, and the overall gauge
factor determined from the definition (DR/R0)/e exceeds 6 � 106

over the 0 to 1.6% strain range as shown in Fig. 2b. It is noted that
resistance variation to the applied strain is non-linear (the strain
dependent gauge factor defined by the Gauge Factor = (dR/R0)/de is
shown in Fig. S4 (ESI†)). The loading and unloading resistance
changes are measured while subjecting the device to 1.6% strain in
order to evaluate its hysteresis (Fig. 2c). The switch exhibits 0.1%
hysteresis when measured using criteria used by Park and Yoon
et al.,29,30 which can be considered to be negligible. The response
time to rapid stretching up to 0.4% strain is approximately 100 ms
(Fig. 2d). This delay is presumably related to the viscoelasticity of

Fig. 2 (a) The variation of depth and width with the variation of applied strain. (b) The graph of normalized resistance variance versus a strain of 1.6% in
15 cyclic tests. (Inset: 2.0% in 5 cyclic tests). (c) The standard deviation and the average over 5 different samples in the hysteresis test of the strain gated
switch. Red and black dots show unloading and loading states, respectively. (d) The response time of the strain gated switch. The red and black lines
indicate the input signal (strain of 0.4%), and the response time of the input strain, respectively.
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the soft polymeric substrate, which opens up further tuning
opportunity of the substrate mechanics, and the device char-
acteristics. The delay in response is on par with previous
wearable devices such as wearable strain sensors and pressure
sensors.31,32 Furthermore, the durability of the switch was
tested by cyclic loading and unloading, and the switch showed
repeatable performance up to 5000 cycles (Fig. S5, ESI†).

For a simple demonstration of how strain-gated switches
can be used in wearable devices, we constructed AND, OR,
NAND and NOR gates by combinations of the switches. In the
case of an AND gate, two switches are linearly connected, and
the circuit is electrically connected only when the two switches
are ‘‘on’’ (Fig. 3a). If the switches are mounted on different
fingers which then are stretched, the input becomes ‘‘1,1’’, the
circuit is electrically connected, and the LED turns on (Fig. 3b).
In the case of an OR gate, two switches are connected in parallel
as shown in Fig. 3c. In this case, only when the two fingers bent
and the logic input becomes ‘‘0,0’’, the circuit is electrically
disconnected and the LED turns off (Fig. 3d). AND and OR gates
are built by using two open collector circuits shown in Fig. S6a
and b (ESI†). When the switch is compressed, the device
resistance (B30 O) is much lower than that of a pull-down
resistor (B10 MO); hence the logic output is ‘‘1’’. When the
switch is stretched and turns ‘‘off’’, the logic output becomes
‘‘0’’ as Vout is directly connected to ground (GND). Circuit
diagrams for NAND and NOR gates are shown in Fig. 3e and
g. In the case of a NAND gate, the LED is off when the two
fingers are straight and input is ‘‘1,1’’ as shown in Fig. 3f. In the
case of a NOR gate, the LED turns on when the two fingers are
bent and the input becomes ‘‘0,0’’ (Fig. 3h). NAND and NOR
gates are demonstrated with a totem pole crack switch circuit.
By appropriate placement, the states of the switches can be
designed to be opposite at all times by mounting them together
with the metal layer on the opposing sides (Fig. S6c and d,
ESI†). Depending on the motion of the joint, the combination
of the switch states can lead to the logical output of either ‘‘1’’

or ‘‘0’’. Such strain gated logic devices can be used to provide
more advanced responses from human skin movements.

As human skin can be stretched to various degrees according
to movements of joints and muscles, the ability to manipulate
the threshold strain of the switches is necessary for their
integration in wearable devices. Fig. 4a illustrates the fabrication
process of a curved switch whose critical radius of curvature is
shifted. A silicone rubber (250 mm thickness) substrate is
stretched to a strain of 8% and another silicone rubber (250 mm
thickness) substrate is bonded by O2 plasma treatment for
40 seconds. After releasing the two layered substrate, a thin
Pt layer (20 nm) is deposited. The metal deposited substrate is
then bent to a radius of 12.5 mm for crack generation on the
epilayer. Fig. 4b illustrates a conceptual depiction of a curved
switch which needs to unfold before the cracks can start
widening. Therefore, curved switches would have shifted
threshold strains, depending on their radii of curvature. By
mounting two switches with different threshold strains on a
single finger, the output level controlled by the degree of finger
joint flexion can become ‘‘0,1’’, ‘‘1,1’’ or ‘‘1,0’’, under fully
flexed, semi-flexed, and fully extended conditions, respectively
(Fig. 4c). The switches and their combinations can be further
integrated into a hand-worn device where finger-gestures can
be translated into single decimal numerals on a seven-segment
display, without requiring additional signal processing circuits.
In order to create 7 distinct input signals with 5 fingers, 2
additional switches with shifted threshold strains were fabricated
and attached to two fingers. Photographs of the seven-segment
display that indicates the movement of five fingers are shown in
Fig. 4d and e. The thumb and the ring finger bend and the output
logic signal becomes ‘‘0’’, the middle finger is fully stretched and
the output logic signal becomes ‘‘1,0’’, the index finger is semi-
flex and the output logic signal becomes ‘‘1,1’’ and the little
finger is fully stretched and the output logic signal becomes ‘‘1’’.
Integrating each switch with each segment, number ‘‘7’’ is
presented on the panel as shown in Fig. 4d. Meanwhile, the fully

Fig. 3 Four logic gates with strain gated switches. (a, c, e and g) Schematic illustrations of AND (a), OR (c), NAND (e), and NOR (g) logic gates. Depending
on the motion of the joint, the combination of the switch states led to logical output of either ‘‘1’’ or ‘‘0’’. (b, d, f and h) Demonstrations of LED ‘‘on/off’’
with respect to the corresponding logical output. The measured electrical output resistances of AND, OR, NAND, and NOR gates versus the mechanical
input strains by the motion of the joint.
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stretched thumb, index finger, ring finger and little finger, and
the fully flexed middle finger present number ‘‘2’’ (Fig. 4e).
Details of signals expressed by fingers with the switch system
and all the numbers (0–9) presented by using the seven-segment
display are shown in Fig. S7 (ESI†).

In addition to shifting the critical radii of curvature, changing
the threshold strain is shown in Fig. S8 (ESI†). For utilization of
these switches in wearable devices on various body parts with
applicable strain ranges such as the neck (o0.5%), face (o2%)
and hand (o20%), the ability to manipulate the threshold strain
of flat devices is required.33 The range of threshold strains that can
be achieved is 2 to 20%.

4. Conclusion

We have demonstrated a strain-gated, crack-based switch that
takes advantage of the superexponential behavior of crack
widening under tensile strain. The switch exhibits an ultrahigh
on–off ratio and low threshold strain that are required for low
energy consumption and detection of small strains. We have
developed a theoretical model to predict the resistance change

of the device depending on the crack widening, and showed
that the predictions are consistent with the experiments. Logic
gates (AND, OR, NAND, NOR) have been constructed by using
multiple switches and appropriate circuit design, and finger-
gesture translation into individual numbers on a seven-segment
display has been demonstrated. The switch presented in this
paper exhibits excellent reliability, low energy consumption, and
tunable threshold strain, which make it an attractive candidate for
integration into various wearable devices.
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